Mika English
Had raised / fixed composed: Are double past combinations. Both words refer to the past when only one
word is needed in a sentence to inform the reader where it is in time.
Options include:
humour and originality and had raised Haiku (delete a word)
distinctive and fixed composition (alter a word)
Would: possible future
Will: definite future
You used to use the word That a lot. The word Which can often be used to replace it and sometimes the
word Who can also be used.
i.e. this means that the octopus that which/who has entered
Use that/which interchangeably in sentences. If you've used 1 already then use the other 1. Use them once
each inside a sentence.
These translations are a mixture of Fact and Description. Basho Matsuo (1644-1694) / The summer moon is
shining brightly over the sea.
Therefore: I suppose many octopus pots were laid on the beach; feels really out of place as it is neither. It is
an opinion.
Such as / for example / e.g. / i.e. / including / which included / this includes /
Mixed meanings: unglazed pots which would deep into ocean floor
This sentence can be: which fall deep into the ocean or which fall onto the ocean floor.
Onto
On
On-top
In
Inside
I'm at the cube. I'll do it for the cube. Let's go to the cube.
However, context shows us (context may not be reliable, is context assumed, stated or artistic).
History or sources are more reliable and factual.
A partir de (direct/dictionary translation) To start from. Actual English phrase: Starting from.
The point is, use artistic and creative license to translate the meaning Not the words.
Final sentence: Moreover, we can appreciate the theme/message of “the fleeting” and relate it to the
temporary nature of human existence and of course, dreams.
Moreover = in addition (dictionary definition). However, to me it suggests that you are making an
overruling statement to summarise your previous comments i.e. A conclusion.
My English teacher always says that the best way to improve my English is to read as much as
possible. For me, I always find this to be true. Language is unconscious; and so filling the mind with
phrases which I understand only in meaning is the best way to become native quality.
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